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FEATURES & BENEFITS

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Drive System 4.25 CHP EnduraDrive™ System

Display 10” Full-Color Touch Screen

Dimensions (WHL) 40” x 70” x 70” (102 cm x 178 cm x 178 cm)

Weight Capacity 350 lbs. (158 kgs)

Warranty Lifetime Frame Warranty
10-Year Motor Warranty
6-Year Parts & Electronics Warranty 
1-Year Labor Warranty

POWERFUL 4.25 CHP ENDURADRIVE™ SYSTEM › 
Our lower pulley ratio creates more torque for faster 
acceleration—helping you maintain speed for the full 
marathon. Plus for optimal user balance, our 10-rib 
stretch belt has less potential for slip. Delivering high-end 
commercial bearings and brushes, high-grade wiring and 
insulation ratings, a thermal cut-off switch, and a stringent 
UL certification process, this motor is dynamically spin-
balanced and extensively tested for superior performance 
in vibration and noise—making the EnduraDrive™ System 
the performance motor of choice.

IFIT® ENABLED* › Get smarter workouts and faster 
results with iFit® Technology. Featuring workouts 
Powered by Google Maps™, training with Jillian Michaels 
and personalized, goal-specific programs, this wireless 
technology is the ultimate workout experience! Incline and 
decline automatically adjust to match terrain and maximize 
results. Now, you can customize your own fitness program, 
receive automatic workout downloads and manage your 
profile online.
*iFit® Enabled machines require an iFit® membership sold 
separately. 

INCLINE AND DECLINE TRAINING › With up to 40% incline, 
you’ll recruit more muscle on the 2000 GS, targeting your 
quads and glutes. And, to perfect cadence and strengthen 
your legs for the downhill segments of the next marathon 
or 10K, the 6% decline adds variety and realistic training 
to any program. The lift motor, specifically designed for the 
Incline Trainer, delivers 900 lbs. of lift force for consistent 
deck movement and stabilization.
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› 10” Full-Color Touch Screen

› iFit® Enabled

› 4.25 CHP EnduraDrive™ System

› 1-Step™ Incline & Decline Controls

› Extra-Long, Cushioned Deck

› Out-of-Box Easy Assembly

› AutoBreeze™ Workout Fans

› Polar® Wireless Chest Strap Included

2.5” PRECISION MACHINED AND BALANCED NON-FLEX REAR 
ROLLER › Typically found on health club treadmills, the 2.5-inch 
rear roller reduces heat and wear-and-tear on the tread belt for less 
maintenance and a longer life. 

350 LB. WEIGHT CAPACITY › Built to withstand heavy use mile after 
mile, the FreeMotion® 2000 GS Incline Trainer accommodates up to 
350 lbs. It’s perfect for every body.  

WARRANTY › Lifetime Frame Warranty, 10-Year Motor Warranty, 
6-Year Parts & Electronics Warranty and a 1-Year Labor Warranty.

10” FULL-COLOR TOUCH SCREEN › Swipe through workout stats 
with the simple touch of a finger or watch your Google Maps™ 
Workout in Street View display on this beautiful, full-color touch 
screen.

EXTRA-LONG, CUSHIONED DECK › Stretch out your stride 
with the 22” x 60” 2-ply treadbelt and feel the incredible joint 
protection with built-in isolator cushioning.

0–12 MPH 1-STEP™ SPEED CONTROL › Customize your training 
for better results. Quickly change your speed from 0–12 MPH for 
a better workout, warm up and cool down. 

1-STEP™ INCLINE & DECLINE CONTROLS › These quick 
controls allow you to change the incline and decline of your 
workout with the simple touch of a button. Increase your incline 
to burn more calories and increase your decline to stimulate 
different muscle groups.

DUAL-GRIP HEART RATE MONITOR WITH POLAR® WIRELESS 
CHEST STRAP INCLUDED › Forever change the way you work out 
by adding heart rate training. The included Polar® Wireless Chest 
Strap automatically communicates your heart rate to the 2000 
GS so you can constantly monitor your workout intensity. Plus, 
two hand-grip heart rate sensors are conveniently built-in to this 
treadmill’s handlebars for intermittent readings. With heart rate 
training, you get peak performance and maximum weight-loss 
results. 

44 WORKOUT APPS › Enjoy health club-quality training with an 
impressive 44 Workout Apps. Designed by a Certified Personal 
Trainer, each app has a preset speed, time, distance and incline 
so all you have to do is press start!

COMPATIBLE MUSIC PORT FOR IPOD® › Stay motivated to 
lose weight with your favorite music! Plug your iPod® or MP3 
player into the Intermix Acoustics™ 3.0 Sound System and enjoy 
incredible sound through the built-in 3” speakers. 
*iPod is a trademark of Apple, Inc., registered in the US and other countries. iPod® not included.

DUAL AUTOBREEZE™ WORKOUT FANS › Stay cool and 
comfortable, even on your longest run with these built-in, 
oversized fans that automatically adjust the fan speed to match 
your workout MPH.

OUT-OF-BOX EASY ASSEMBLY › This revolutionary minimal 
assembly design makes set-up as easy as 1-2-3
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